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The Loyalist Point of View - Home of The Bean Dec 10, 2015 To find Loyalist ancestors, look in land, military, and
church records of the Biographical Sketches of Loyalists of the American Revolution by The Loyalists [] Loyalists,
those colonists that affirmed Britains authority over the colonies, were described at the time as persons inimical to the
liberties of America. In the Loyalists in the American Revolution - American Loyalists, also known as Tories, were
those individuals who remained loyal to Great Britain during the American Revolution. Though exact numbers
Loyalists and Loyalism in the American Revolution HTI Jul 3, 2015 During the Revolutionary War, many loyalists
were treated brutally -- like the tarred and feathered man in this print. When the war wrapped up Loyalists During the
American Revolution Loyalists, those Americans who openly supported the British Government during the
American Revolution, have been largely assumed to have had unchanging Loyalists fighting in the American
Revolution - Wikipedia This work contains the history of the formation of the Tory or Loyalist party in the
American Revolution, its persecution and overthrow, and the banishment or loyalist United States history Jun
6, 2012 The Loyalists in the Revolutionary War supported the British Crown, putting them on the losing side.
Learn about why they chose to continue Why The Loyalists Lost - Archiving Early America - Varsity Tutors
During the American Revolution, people had to decide which side to support. Colonists for independence from
England were usually called revolutionaries or none The Revolutionary War was also in many ways a civil war.
Approximately one-fifth of Americans supported Britain during the Revolution, although their exact Loyalists
George Washingtons Mount Vernon This is a category of people who were LoyalistsBritish subjects in the
Thirteen Colonies of North America who supported the British Crown in the American Loyalists During the
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American Revolutionary War: What Happened The British promised them freedom and station in Great Britain
in return for their support during the Revolutionary War. It gave many slaves the opportunity to Loyalists - The
Canadian Encyclopedia The Loyalists In The American Revolution (1902) [Claude Halstead Van Tyne] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This scarce antiquarian Loyalists Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia
Concise information on who were the Loyalists of the American Revolution including their motivation, numbers,
distribution, treatment and migration, all with Famous Loyalists - Constitution Facts Americans today think of
the War for Independence as a revolution, but in important respects it was also a civil war. American Loyalists,
or Tories as their United States History - Loyalists During the American Revolution Revolution would merely
flare up at a later date. The British understood the need to attract American popular support for the parent
country, as well. The Loyalists In The American Revolution (1902): Claude Halstead During the American
Revolution, those who continued to support King George III of Great Britain came to be known as Loyalists.
Loyalists are to be contrasted Loyalists, Fence-sitters, and Patriots [] Category:Loyalists in the American
Revolution - Wikipedia Loyalists were American colonists, of different ethnic backgrounds, who supported the
British cause during the American Revolution (177583). Tens of Loyalist (American Revolution) - American
Loyalists Loyalists During the American Revolution. Americans today think of the War for Independence as a
revolution, but in important respects it was also a civil war. American Revolution for Kids: Patriots and Loyalists
- Ducksters The Loyalists were American colonists who remained loyal to the British Crown during the American
Revolutionary War. At the time they were often called Tories, Royalists, or Kings Men Patriots called them
persons inimical to the liberties of America. Loyalist Ancestors in the U.S. Revolutionary War Genealogy Feb 23,
2015 A resource for the study of military history, genealogy and living history of the Loyalists of the American
War for Independence. Revolutionary War Loyalist history and genealogy Any full assessment of the American
Revolution must try to understand the place of Loyalists, those Americans who remained faithful to the British
Empire during Which side to take: Revolutionary or loyalist? - North Carolina Digital What Happened To
British Loyalists After The Revolutionary War During the American Revolution, Loyalists, or Tories as Patriots
called them, included prominent Pennsylvania political and religious leaders as well as many Case II - British
Loyalists and the American Revolution American Kids learn about Patriots and Loyalists during the
Revolutionary War. One side wanted independence while the other wanted to remain part of Britain. The
Loyalists - Boundless Colonists who supported the British cause in the American Revolution were Loyalists, often
called Tories, or, occasionally, Royalists or Kings Men, or the Kings Loyal Americans. The history of the
American Revolution, from the Loyalist perspective, was delineated in various works: particularly Peter Olivers
Origin and Progress of the
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